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Thermoresponsiveness of Integrated
Ultra-Thin Silicon with
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) Hydrogelsa
Cunjiang Yu, Yuping Pan, Huan Ma, Teng Ma, Jiaping Zhang, Yanmei Song,
M. Yashar S. Kalani, Lenore Dai, Hanqing Jiang*
Stimuli-sensitive polymer materials have limited device functionality, design and manufac-
turing flexibility although they are pushed to enable smart device applications. Here we
demonstrate the capability of integrating thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAAm) hydrogels with silicon nanoribbons, and
enable the stiff silicon ribbons to become adaptive and
drivable by the soft environmentally sensitive sub-
strate, such as becoming mechanically stretched and
compressed on temperature change. These and related
soft/hard smart devices and systems may open new
opportunities in biomedical applications.
Introduction

The development of next-generation smart and intelligent

devices that autonomously transduce environmental

signals has emerged as one of the most interesting areas

of material science. The materials for such devices mostly

involve polymers that are sensitive and able to respond to a

variety of stimuli, including light, pH, temperature,

humidity, as well as electrical fields.[1–7] They primarily

show dynamic structural or mechanical responses upon

changes to theirambientenvironment.Hydrogel, oneof the

most prominent examples of such responsive polymers, is

able to swell and shrink in solvents (e.g., water) and has
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found many successful applications such as in microflui-

dics,[8–14] actuators,[15–18] artificial muscles,[19–22] and

precise micro/nano-manipulation.[23–25] The commonly

investigated adaptive hydrogels, however, naturally offer

limited functionality or design flexibility for adaptive

device applications, compared withmany other functional

semiconductor materials (e.g., Si). Therefore, the develop-

ment of environmentally sensitive electronics requires one

to explore the feasibility of the combination of adaptive

materials and functional components.

Another demand for environmentally sensitive electro-

nics is their lowmechanical stiffness and high flexibility to

adapt to the presence of complicated boundary constraints,

such asmounting with rough surfaces. Recently, thin films

of crystal semiconductors (e.g., Si) have shown potential

application for flexible and stretchable electronics when

they are integrated with elastomeric substrates (e.g.,

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)). Using this technology,

diodes, transistors, logic gate circuits, and more complex

devices such as curvy electronic eyes have been demon-

strated.[5,26–30] Specifically, these devices combine the

merits of high quality crystalline semiconductor materials

and themechanical flexibility/stretchability of elastomers,

although the environmental sensitivity has not yet been
library.com DOI: 10.1002/marc.201100083
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realized. The combination of environmental responsive-

ness and mechanical flexibility/stretchability brings

broader and more fascinating applications, such as

electronic eyes with stimuli tunable curvatures that may

be applied to the field of medical endoscopy, in the form of

flexible, light sensitive endoscopes that can be used to

maneuver into and visualize lesions in hard to reach spaces

such as the cavernous sinus in the brain and the knee for

arthroscopic applications.[31,32]

We report here an alternative approach to making

thermoresponsive ultra-thin silicon nanostructures, in

which several hundred nanometers thick silicon nanor-
Figure 1. a) Schematic of the hydrogel swelling/shrinking drivable
silicon thin ribbons. b) Layer-assembled structure. c) Formation of
hydrolyzed TMOS linked with PDMS. d) Rheology testing of the
synthesized hydrogel reveals a transition temperature around
33 8C. e) An optical image clearly showing out-of-plane buckling
of thin Si nanoribbons on the PDMS/hydrogel when immersed in
hot water.
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ibbonsare integratedwithhydrogels andareable to change

their mechanical configurations rapidly upon altering the

ambient temperature. Ultra-thin silicon ribbons become

adaptive and can be reversibly driven to be flat and ‘wavy’

according to the cyclic change of the temperature. Figure 1a

schematically shows the cyclic behavior of the silicon

nanoribbons on thermally sensitive hydrogels. The inte-

grated hydrogels (representing the environmentally sensi-

tivematerials) and silicon (a type ofwidely used functional

material) presented here, represent a new class of

combination between soft and hard materials, and opens

ways for future environmentally sensitive electronics.
Experimental Section

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm)was chosen because of its

large swelling ratio and sharp phase transition that have been

extensively reported elsewhere.[1] The system consisted of three

components, a PNIPAAmgel, a PDMS layer (whichwas vital for the

latter high-yield transfer steps), andSinanoribbons (Figure1b). The

synthesis of the PNIPAAmgel has been reported elsewhere.[33,34] In

order to promote the bonding between the PNIPAAm gel and the

PDMS layer, tetramethoxysilane (TMOS)was incorporated into the

gel synthesis (see Supporting Information). Specifically, the silica

network produced by hydrolyzed TMOS and N-isopropylacryl-

amide (NIPAAm)monomerduringgel synthesishadresidualSi–OH

groups. The residual Si–OH groups attached to the silica network

distributed inside the PNIPAAm gel network from TMOS, bonded

with the hydroxy-terminated PDMS through a condensation

reaction (Figure 1c).[33,34]

After the gel was synthesized and reached the equilibrium

swollen state, a mixture of Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer (Dow

Corning) base and curing agent (at the ratio of 30 : 1)was spread on

the top surface of the swollen hydrogel slab. The uncured PDMS

spontaneously spreadout and formeda continuous thin layerwith

a smooth surface in a fewminutesdue to theflowdrivenby surface

tension. Keeping the bottom gel swollen in water, the top PDMS

layer was cured in air for several days at room temperature,

allowing the PDMS to solidify. The thickness of the PDMS was

measured by an optical microscope by cutting the PDMS/gel

sample along the direction of the cross-section. The sample was

exposed to ultraviolet light with atomic oxygen (UVO) for 150 s to

generate hydroxy groups on the top surface of the PDMS layer,

which was essential for transfer printing of Si thin films. The Si

nanoribbons (50mmwide, 5 000mm long, and 100nm thick) were

fabricated using an established process (see Supporting Informa-

tion),[27,35] and then transferred to the PNIPAAm hydrogel/UVO-

treatedPDMSsystemusingaPDMSstamp.ThePDMSstampwithSi

nanoribbons was slightly brought into contact with the –OH rich

surface of the UVO-treated PDMS and then slowly peeled off to

prevent damaging the Si nanoribbons bonded to the UVO-treated

PDMS.Efficient transferwasachievedsince the interfacial chemical

bonding between the Si/UVO-treated PDMS was much stronger

than the physical adhesion between the PDMS stamp/Si inter-

face.[27,30]
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Results and Discussion

The synthesized hydrogel was examined for a transition

temperature, which represents one of the essential

characteristics for the response of the devices upon

temperature change (see Supporting Information). The

rheology testing reveals that the transition temperature

(defined as the peak of the tan delta) for the synthesized

hydrogel is around 33 8C (Figure 1d). The storage modulus

G0 is much greater than the lossmodulus G00 over the entire

temperature range, suggesting that the hydrogel behaves

more like a solid.G0 increases rapidly right after the volume

phase transition temperature, which indicates that the

hydrogel becomes harder because of deswelling above

33 8C. Themechanismof the temperature responsiveness is

as follows: As the ambient temperature is above the

transition temperature, the hydrogel network becomes

hydrophobic thus expels water and shrinks, which is a
Figure 2. a) Buckling morphology evolution of the silicon thin ribbons. i) After transfer
printing, ii) 2min after immersion into hot water (45 8C), iii) 4min, iv) 6min, v) 8min, vi)
10min, and vii) 12min. b) The wavelength of (ii) to (vii) in (a) increases during cooling of
the ambient temperature while the hydrogel substrate swells.
typical local critical solution temperature

(LCST) phenomenon. For this sample,

the dimension changes from 12mm to

10mm, i.e., a 16.7% linear strain or,

equivalently, a 42% volumetric change,

when the ambient temperature exceeds

the transition temperature.

We expect that the constraint from the

thin Si layers (100nm thick) and soft/thin

PDMS (0.2MPa modulus and about

500mm thick) is insufficient to influence

or prevent the dimensional change of the

hydrogel upon temperature variation.

The 100nm thick Si nanoribbons are

initially transferred and printed onto flat,

fully swollen hydrogel/PDMS surfaces at

room temperature. When the transition

temperature (here 33 8C) is reached, the

PNIPAAm hydrogel shrinks and buckles

the initially flat Si nanoribbons into

periodic sinusoidal shapes. The out-of-

plane buckling of the Si ribbons results

from the compression load on the stiff/

soft materials, where soft materials can

undergo shrinking while stiff materials

have to buckle to release the compressive

strain, which has been reported else-

where.[27,36–40] Figure 1e shows the opti-

cal image of a tilted view of the buckled Si

nanoribbons on the mediate PDMS layer

when immersed in 45 8C water. The

buckling wavelength is around 29mm.

Wenotice that theSibucklingpatternsare

one-dimensional although the deswel-

ling of PNIPAAm is two dimensional and

isotropic. The explanation is that the
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width of the Si nanoribbons, 50mm, is comparable to the

bucklingwavelength (29mm), thus two-dimensional buck-

ling patterns (such as herringbone) would not appear for

such narrow ribbons but are expected to be present when

the ribbon width is much greater than the buckling

wavelength.

Westudied theevolutionof theSibucklingpatternsupon

temperature change. The temperature change is realized by

varying the ambient temperature of the solvent. Figure 2a

provides a series of optical images showing the evolution of

the bucklingmorphology of the Si nanoribbons. During the

experiments, the hydrogel/PDMS/Si systemwas immersed

into hot water in a Petri dish, allowing it to be heated and

cooled. Image (i) showstheflatSinanoribbonarraysbonded

with the hydrogel/PDMS after transfer printing. Image (ii)

shows the morphology of the hydrogel/PDMS/Si system

after immersing in 45 8C water for 2min, in which the

buckling patterns appear. We actually observed that the
. 2011, 32, 820–824
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Figure 3.Demonstration of the thin Si diamond network structure
becoming buckled when the hydrogel substrate shrinks.
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buckling patterns became obvious once the hydrogel/

PDMS/Si systemwas immersed in 45 8Cwater for less than

10 s. This fast response (< 10 s) depends on various factors,

including the monomers’ temperature sensitivity, the

structure of the gel, and more importantly the dimension

of the PNIPPAm hydrogel slab because both the heat and

mass transfer are related to the size of the media.

Specifically, both heat conduction and mass diffusion

timescales are of the order of L2/k and L2/D, where L is the

characteristic length of themedia, and k and D are thermal

conductivity and mass diffusivity, respectively. Therefore,

by decreasing the size of the hydrogel slab, the responsive-

ness timescale canbe significantly reduced.However, there

also exists a constraint that the hydrogel slabmust be large

enough to store sufficient elastic energy from the swelling/

shrinking to drive the deformation of the PDMS/Si

nanoribbons. Therefore, an optimum hydrogel dimension

exists, which should be studied further.

Images (iii–vii) show the evolution of the buckling

patterns at 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12min, respectively. With time,

the ambient temperature drops from 45 8C to room

temperature, thus the hydrogel network becomes hydro-

philic again and swells, which fades out the wrinkle

patterns. Figure 2b shows that with time, the buckling

wavelength (read from Figure 2a) monotonically increases

in an almost linear fashion, which indicates the linear

dimension change of the hydrogel as a result of cooling. The

observed bucking shape evolution obeys the mechanics of

finite deformation of non-linear buckled stiff thin films on

compliant substrates.[40] When the temperature reaches

room temperature, the hydrogel becomes fully swollen

again and the buckling disappears driven by the tempera-

ture change. We also conducted cyclic heating and cooling

experiments and found a very reliable repeatability of such

thermoresponsiveness of the hydrogel/PDMS/Si nanorib-

bon systems.

The buckling of the Si/PDMS/gel system is qualitatively

simulated using a commercial finite element analysis

package, ABAQUS, to verify that the shrinking of the

hydrogels is able to buckle nanometer-scale thin films. The

finite element model consists of a 100nm thick Si thin film

anda500mmthickPDMSlayerwhicharemodeledaselastic

materials, and a 500mm thick gel layer. The three layers

have the same length, 500mm. The elastic modulus (E) and

Poisson’s ratio (n) for Si and PDMS are ESi¼ 130GPa,

nSi¼ 0.3,[41] and EPDMS¼ 0.2MPa, nPDMS¼ 0.49, respectively.

The gel ismodeled by a Flory and Rehner[42] model that has

been recently used to develop a field theory with coupled

largedeformationanddiffusion.[43,44] The shearmodulusof

the dry PNIPAAmgel ismeasuredby adynamicmechanical

analyzer as 40MPa. The temperature sensitivity of the

PNIPAAm gel is characterized by Flory’s dimensionless

parameter x which describes the hydrophilicity of the

polymer. Specifically,xchanges from0.09to0.46todescribe
www.MaterialsViews.com
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the shrinking of a gel froma swelling ratio of 1.2 to 1.15, i.e.,

a 4% compressive strain is applied to the Si/PDMS/gel

system. The finite element analysis obtains a buckling

wavelength of 36.6mm. It is noticed that the strain used

in the finite element simulation (4%) is smaller than that

in the experiments (16.7%), which qualitatively explains

the discrepancy in wavelength between modeling and

experiments. However, the most important message has

beenverifiedbynumerical simulations, i.e., the shrinkingof

the gels can buckle hard materials with nanometer

thickness.

In addition to the aforementioned one-dimensional Si

nanoribbons, ultra-thin Si-based network structures were

integratedwith hydrogels and their thermoresponsiveness

has also been demonstrated. Following the same experi-

mental procedure for the Si nanoribbons, a diamond-

shaped Si network structure of 100nm thickness and

400mm in length for each side becomes buckled when the

hydrogel shrinks upon exceeding the transition tempera-

ture (Figure 3). The diamond-shaped network retains its

shape during the dynamic buckling and recovery process

because of the isotropic swelling and shrinking of the

PNIPAAm hydrogel.
Conclusion

In summary, we have validated thermoresponsive ultra-

thin Si driven by hydrogels. When the transition tempera-

ture of the hydrogel is reached, the swelling or shrinkage of

the hydrogel drives the deformation of the Si elements by

means of generating buckling patterns. Integration of such

a new class of environmentally sensitive hydrogels with

functional electronics materials provides important cap-

abilities for the development of inorganic environmentally

sensitive electronics. Areas for future work include various

stimuli responsive inorganic functional devices and

autonomous adaptive biomedical systems such as electro-

nic eyes with environmentally tunable focuses.
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